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Welcome to the
Inaugural issue of HRuday
E-newsletter - a quarterly
publication for members of Goa
HR Forum by members of Goa HR
Forum!
It was a great honour to have
the Father of Indian HRD, Dr. T.V.
Rao choose the name for our
newsletter from the names
suggested by members.

Linfa C– Editor

Hearty Congratulations to Joya
Lemos, HR Associate - Globus
Management Services Pvt Ltd. who
suggested the name HRuday. A
special thanks to all the HRs who
participated for suggesting
wonderful and creative names.
HRuday hopes to serve many
purposes, to help us know the
latest trends in the HR world, to
help us get to know each other
and learn from each other’s

Akshata A–Associate
Editor

Anuraag K– Associate Editor
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Editor’s Diary…
Dear Colleagues,

Viraj G—HRuday Adviser
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knowledge and experience and
perhaps serve to help us team up
with each other and last but not
the least to fly further afield with
someone of similar experience.
We are delighted to present
articles written by HRs working in
various sectors of Goan Industry.
To kick off this first edition of
HRuday, our four lead articles
unfold the hidden mysteries
about :
1)The Boss’s Chair by
Viraj Govekar, Sr. Manager HR
Club Mahindra-Goa

4) Emerging Trends in Training and
Development by Shilpi Dubey,
Training Manager-Alila Diwa -Goa.
In the Fun Zone check out the
exciting news about the events and
Fun with HR by Anuraag Kadam,
HR– The Leela Goa and
Akshata Alornekar, HR Manager
S.J. Innovation.
Not to forget the Book Nook which
takes you BEYOND THE LAST
BLUE MOUNTAIN, well reviewed by
Smriti Bhambra.
We hope you will enjoy reading the
newsletter and look forward to

2) Pitfalls of Assigning a Wrong
Head to Recruitment by
Bina Bilani, Manager HR
Vedanta-Goa.

receive feedback from you. Please

3) Employee Engagement– in a
Real Sense: by Kishan Pednekar
HR–MRF Goa.

With warm regards,

direct your feedback to
goahruday@gmail.com.

Editor.

HRuday...its Meaning
HRuday …. Its meaning
beautifully explained by—Father
of Indian HRDDr. T.V. Rao -Chairman,
TVRLS, in his own words:

Indian HRD)

H= Human

It also means Heart. HR should
work from the heart and should
promote love affection and healthy
thinking and living.

R= Resources (Intellectual capital)

Uday means sun.

HR U stands for HR Utilisation.

Also Uday (Udai Pareek is
considered on of the fathers of

A = Acquisition/Administration/
Assessment

Day stands for day meaning light
and transformation

Y = catering to Gen Y

U = Utilisation
D = Development

Disclaimer: All the views expressed by the writers are their personal perspectives. Reprint of any content from this publication requires prior permission from the concerned authors.
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The Boss’s Chair#
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In the past I have come across many occasions where in the most
important item in an office is invariably the boss’s Chair.
It is the single most item which is revered and worshipped to such an extent
that none except the boss, is permitted to rest his bottom on the Chair. In a
meeting which the boss is not attending, you may find this Chair standing
regally in a distinct spot, which no other mortal can even imagine to conquer.
So why it is that the Chair is so important? Is it the fact that the Boss in all
possible way is Superior* to the other working with him? Or is it the respect
paid to a deserving person? Or is it the fear of repercussions that someone
may face for doing so?

Viraj Govekar–
Sr. Manager
HR—Club

The answer may vary from Chair to Chair, however, if you contemplate on
this “Chair”, it is just a furniture provided by the organization to its
employees, to enable them to do their job. So why can’t the employees use this
asset if it helps them perform their job better?
Well a lot has to do with the Ego and Human nature to associate their name
with inanimate things.

“Share your
Chair and

In my opinion and practice the Chair needs to be used as what it actually

witness the

is – a chair. The boss’s Chair in my case (as well as the cabin) is available to

Difference.”

everyone in my team to be used at their discretion and without any
reservation. There is no fear of any repercussions for occupying the same, even
in my presence.
I firmly believe that, this also goes a long way in asserting the concept of
equality (and not inferiority) among your teams, and creates a positive work
environment.
So my message to all the bosses is “Share your Chair” and witness the
difference.

#

The Boss’s Chair

As a respect to the Chair, I have Capitalized each “Chair” word in this article on purpose, except on

one occasion.
*Superior is never a good word to be used when discussing hierarchy or comparing people as the

Antonym is Inferior and no person for whatever reason, can be inferior to the other.
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Pitfalls of assigning a wrong Head to Recruitment
‘Wrong’ is a strong word. In this context, it means a person who is unaligned to the
Value System of the organisation, which is ultimately the soul of the organisation. With this
alignment missing, the Recruitment Head may miss out checking on the most important
aspects that need to be looked into before hiring a candidate.
With focus only on the

technical or domain expertise, a big chunk of what the person is

made up of gets ignored and the big price for this has to be paid for by the organisation.
To add to this, if the Recruiter doesn’t have a long-term interest of the

organisation in

mind, or is lacking in focus to the Vision, big problems await you.
A normal excuse is to wait and check when
ethical problems arise and to correct them,
but that’s akin to saying, let’s marry a

Bina Belani criminal and wait for him to change!
Manager HR

“..a big chunk
of what the

-Vedanta
A few pitfalls that come to my mind of not

person is

having

made up of

a

Value-aligned

Recruitment

Manager are as follows. Feel free to add to
the list.

gets
Ignored…”

1. Entry of undesirable candidates into the system
2. Dip in the ethical fabric of the organisation due to a continuous stream of ethically
unsure and unsound candidates
3. Lack of wholesome personalities entering the system
4. Lack of transparency and information to seniors on the Recruitment process
5. Risk of the organisation getting entangled in legal and
statutory hurdles
6. Lack of support from the community
7. Risk of financial irregularities

...lacking in focus to the Vision, big
problems await you.
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT- IN A REAL SENSE
Employee engagement is a step ahead of employee satisfaction. It is a
vast topic, so I have narrowed down the important points which are needed
to know and understand. Firstly we need to know, what is

Employee

Engagement? And secondly, how to apply this using statistical tools like Karl
Pearson’s Standard Deviation and Chi Square Analysis (Null Hypothesis).
“Engagement is the energy, passion, or fire in the belly employees have for

their employer”. Employee Engagement is the level of commitment an
employee has towards the organization. A fully engaged employee is
Intellectually and emotionally bound with the organization, gives his 100

“...is the energy
passion or fire in
the belly
employees have
for their
employer.”

percent, feels passionate about its goals and is committed to live by its

val-

ues. This employee goes beyond the basic job responsibility to delight the customers and drive the business forward. Moreover, in times of diminishing loyalty, employee engagement is a powerful retention strategy.
There are three types of employees :
1. Engaged employees
2.Not engaged employees
3.Actively disengaged employees
Employee Engagement is a very sensitive area. It is easy to apply it on your
Staff and Executives but it is very tedious to apply to your WORKMEN
(sp. Having a union) . For applying it to your workmen, you should first sense
the Pulse of the situation. We need to try to get the workers comfortable by
explaining its importance and how it will benefit both the Employer and the
Workmen.
The aim of the organization is to see that all employees are ENGAGED. But
more important is that we have to identify the employees who are
DISENGAGED.
To do this we have to use the following methods:

Karl Pearson

Design a questionnaire

covering all the aspects

related to their work their

relationship with their sub ordinates their requirements related to tools for
work, health and a safe environment. The primary data can be collected
through a well structured questionnaire with close-ended questions, measures
at 5-point likert type scale and suggestion questions. Secondary data required
for the project can be collected from the company records and Internet.
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By using Karl Pearson's Standard Deviation method- to find how many employees
are:
a)

ENGAGED

b)

NOT ENGAGED

c)

ACTIVELY DISENGAGED.

It doesn’t end here, we need to go one step ahead by using CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS using
NULL HYPOTHESIS to find the

reason

behind their Disengagement (It
depends
Kishan
Pednekar - from company to company what null
HR –MRF

hypothesis they want to be included).

finding

Engagement

the
in

organization
identify the

Example: CHI- SQUARE
After

“..help the

Overall

Employee

the

organization.

Chi- square can be used

to determine

whether relation exists between:

actual needs
and design an
Action
Plan…”

Employees Gender and Engagement
Employee’s age and Engagement
Employee’s work experience and Engagement

This is called Hypothesis testing. Chi Square test is used to determine whether there is a
significant difference between the expected frequency and the observed frequency in one or
more categories.
The results acquired will help the organization to identify the actual needs and thus to
design an “Action Plan” so as to attain better results.
These few points will help to decide and organize any program. I am sure we all will first
identify the needs and later design the calendar to get the most out of it.

If you have any queries on how to measure employee engagement drop an email to kishan.pednekar@gmail.com
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Emerging Trends in Learning and Development
Wouldn’t it be great if we never ever have to learn, everything we
ever wanted to know is just a click away and easily gets downloaded into
our systems where ever we are without any need to sit through long hours
of classroom sessions trying to understand everything that is told.
We are no longer away from that time where learning is more fun and
interactive.

Organizations

and

learning

institutes

have

altered

their

perception towards training. There are many upcoming trends in learning
and development which are creating storm in the world and sweeping the
market away.
Shilpi Dubey –
Training Manager Alila Diwa Goa

Earlier team activities were immensely used as ice breakers during a session
to break the boredom of the employees or to keep the momentum of the
session going. Now team activities are largely used to lay emphasis on
employee participation in different tasks which enhance employee learning
through activities.
Introduction of technology in training is gaining a lot of importance.
Organizations are introducing tablets and different applications to train the
employees on the go. The training module is just on the tip of your fingers.

“...social
networking is not
only restricted to
have friends…”

Trainers can train anytime anywhere and it helps in creating a training
culture in an organization.
Introduction to Individual based learning techniques is a unique art of
training where trainers understand that all employees are different and
come from varied background and culture, hence their learning styles and
understanding will also differ. Trainers then accordingly adopt a Visual,
Auditory or Kinaesthetic learning style as per individual needs.
Social Networking is rocking the world. Organizations have understood its
importance and are ensuring it gets inculcated to the team members. Social
networking is not only restricted to have friends on Facebook and LinkedIn
but also to be associated with different groups and forums which interest
them and sharing knowledge and information which can keep them
connected to the outside world, it acts as one of the best learning tools.
Try some of these in your next session and see if you can break through
employees' resistance for training, you just might surprise yourself!
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Fun Zone
Tell laymen to talk about HR and they end up saying HR signifies the involvement of employees in selection, planning, organizational decision making etc. and to make sure that
ployees

work

effectively

and

safely…

Do

you

think

that's

all

what

we

HR

emare???

HR are not just only rule makers, they have fun too.
Introducing you to Fun Zone. This section is all about fun and light
moments. Enjoy Reading... Stay connected...

Brain Teaser...
Akshata A- HR Manager–

S. J. Innovations

Across
3. People an employee works with
5. Rewards for working in addition to pay
6. Work people do for pay
7. Doing what needs to be done without
being told to do it
8. Works for a person or business for pay
13. Checks and evaluates an employee's
Down
1. Individual or business that pays a person to work
2. Employees
4. Used to interact and relate to people
9. Two or more people working together for a common goal

work
14. Fixed amount of money paid for each
hour worked
15. Fixed amount of money for a fixed
period of time

10. that is earned when you work more than 40

17. Outlook on life and the activities and

hours in a week

events of life

11. Introduction to job, company, people, and company policies

18. Willingness to accept a task, carry it

12. People supply in a business

Winner will be announced in the next issue… drop

16. Rules of behavior that govern a group or society

your responses to goahruday@gmail.com.
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HR OUTING GROUP
Aim – Increase Bonding, Buildup relationship, Networking (knowing each and every
HR) and learning different methods, practices and style of operating.

I still remember this group started on 13th June 2014 during our
first “Chai with HR” at Sanofi. While the Networking session was on
Anuraag Kadam –
HR - The Leela Goa

Amey Hegde had given a feedback form about the “Chai with HR”. All were
filling it with

great

attention and

interest

and I was

busy

capturing all

in my

Camera.

“Real Integrity is
doing the right
thing…”

I was beginning to notice that the networking session was turning out to be
a hit with people showing keen interest. So I thought why not use this
opportunity to create something remarkable and I quickly discussed this
with Levis Mendoca—HR –Audi then.
Real Integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody’s is going to
know whether you did it or not. Keeping this in mind I gave a feedback of
having next event as “Trek with HR” and
HR bedu log apneh apneh gharku gayeh
after a Group Photo.
When Amey was discussing the feedback on
the whatsApp group, everyone appreciated
the “Trek with HR” feedback and showed
enthusiasm, Small Spark led the idea into
reality and here's how we started the HR
OUTING GROUP.
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1st Event “Trek with HR” to Netravali had 16 HR Professionals from different organizations,
started from Margao via Car pooling, reached the waterfall at around 12:30pm with lot of
difficulties and fun .i.e. 60

mins jungle walk with heavy

load, capturing people

with different expressions,

pulling each other’s leg,

networking, bonding, Team

building activities and the

list goes on. After having fun

time at the waterfall we

headed to “Budbude Talem”

and “Salaulim Dam” for

more crazy activities and

photo shoots with different

poses and not to miss out we

also had some serious

motivational career talks,

after all HR’s Bhai… Thoda

seriousness tho bantha hai

and ended the day with

Chai ki Pyaali at a road side

Thela with biscoot (biscuit) and snacks..
As it turned out to be a great success, plans started popping in mind for next what.
“Bhai Next kya kareh”
And here we come up with “Fishing with HR”

Story coming soon…
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Book Nook
Confused! Bored! Want to be inspired!
Then you are at the right place– BOOK NOOK!
Be inspired by some HR bookworms who will give you a review about the book
they picked to read.

Smriti Bhambra

BEYOND THE LAST BLUE MOUNTAIN– by
R.M. Lala
An extensive account of the life and times of J.R.D. Tata
(henceforth called ‘Jeh’).
Divided into 4 sections, the book takes us through Jeh’s family heritage and the
circumstances of his birth, followed by his childhood and coming of age as the

“..great
adventure,
courage and
hope…”

assistant to one of the directors at Tata Steel as well as his courtship with Thelma
Vicaji.
The first section builds up some excitement
about the most important

contribution by Jeh

to the world – the Indian Civil Aviation
industry. And as all such tales of struggle go, it
is fascinating story that has been very well told.
It starts on a note of great adventure, courage
and hope with the

description of Jeh’s first

flight from Karachi to Bombay.
Second section follows the rise of Tata

Airlines as Jeh’s brainchild and then, its

nationalization into Air India and Air India International. It’s a poignant story of
determination of Jeh to serve the nation, as he continued as the chairman of Air
India International, despite an apathetic and sometimes hostile Indian
Bureaucracy.
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The third section beautifully follow his stint as the chairman for over 50 years and his
intimate relationship with the managers and directors of the various Tata companies and the
expansion of Tata's into many different areas.
The last section looks at Jeh as a loving patriarch,
a model citizen and an inspiring leader of men.
This book talks about Jeh’s passion, commitment
and unwavering dedication towards the principles
that he always held close to his heart. There is a
lot of optimism and a bit of

anguish too, as Jeh

notes the many ways that he, despite doing
everything in his power, failed to improve the
situation in India.
His indomitable spirit and passion for perfection is
best demonstrated in the following quote –

JEH

A LIFE OF J.‘.D. TATA
“I know that aiming at perfection has its drawbacks. It makes
you go into details that you can avoid but that is the only way you can achieve excellence. So, in that case, being
finicky is essential.” – J.R.D. Tata.

A good read for all…

Book Review by Smriti Bhambra
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Goa HR Forum - How it all began...
In the end of September 2013, I attended the 32nd NIPM Annual National Conference 2013
held at Kala Academy, Goa. It was a grand event with participation from over 700 HRs from all over
India. During the networking breaks, I met over 70 HRs from Goa. I knew most of them due to my
earlier interactions, but was surprised to know that many of them did not know each other.
On realising this, I strongly felt like doing something to connect Goa based HRs so they could interact,
network and share HR best practices with each other.
A few days after the conference (Oct 4th 2013), I added all the 150+ email ids of Goan HRs I had
to a Google group and named it as "Goa HR Forum" in an attempt to connect Goa based HRs.
I am very happy to share that the Goa HR Forum Google group has grown in a short span of time to
600+ HRs from over 250 top organisations from Goa. I would like to extend a big thanks to the
Goan HR fraternity for their overwhelming participation and support in this journey.
Amey HegdeFounder of Goa HR Forum,
Corporate Trainer and Motivational Speaker

Goa ased HRs a joi

y se di g e ail to a eyhegde@g ail. o

Winner of the Newsletter Name Contest
Joya Lemos – The girl with a beautiful smile ,completed her B.B.A.
from Don Bosco college, Panjim.
Working for Globus Management Services Pvt Ltd as HR Associate.
Her Stamp collection will keep you amazed. She loves travelling and
music is her passion.
She acknowledges her colleagues at work who introduced her to

Joya Lemos, HR Associate Globus Management Services
Pvt Ltd.

Goa HR Forum that’s how she participated in the contest—
Newsletter Name.

We appreciate you taking time to read HRuday and we look forward to meet you at Chai with
HR or HR Outing.
Looking for suggestions from you, and for your involvement . Please mail us the feedback to
goahruday@gmail.com.
Next issue will be out soon…
Best regards,
Editor

